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Quick Quotes
Florida Governor Calls Out Media for Ignoring Biden’s Border Failures

“Over three million people have illegally crossed the border since he [Biden] took office and he has
done nothing but facilitate it. Think about the messages you get on a daily basis from the Biden
administration and its allies in the media: Everything is going fine and anything that isn’t fine isn’t Joe
Biden’s fault.”

Ron DeSantis
AP Images
Florida Governor Ron DeSantis says there’s no excuse for the failures of the Biden administration and
the role played by the nation’s mass media that refuses to help the American people understand what is
actually happening to their country.  

U.S. Senator Points to Downplaying of Hunter Biden’s Crimes by the FBI and Justice
Department
“Attorney General Garland and Director Wray, simply put, based on the allegations I have received from
numerous whistleblowers, you have systemic and existential problems in your agencies.”

In a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland and FBI Director Christopher Wray, Senator Chuck
Grassley (R-Iowa), the ranking member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, stated that he has credible
information indicating that the FBI and Justice Department cooperated in downplaying negative
information about Hunter Biden — even labeling “verifiable disparaging information” about Joe Biden’s
son as “disinformation.” Grassley plans to pursue the matter in the months ahead. 

Vice President Urges Taking Favored Causes to the Streets 
“You gotta fight it in the courts, but you also gotta fight it in the streets.”

During her July 22, 2022 speech at the National Urban League Annual Conference held in Washington,
D.C., Vice President Kamala Harris clearly urged her audience to engage in street warfare if they
didn’t get what they wanted through traditional legal means. The mass media managed to ignore her
inflammatory urging even while various media outlets continued to suggest falsely that Donald Trump
has been guilty of recommending the type of criminal activity she called for.
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Kamala Harris
Gage Skidmore
One Year Ago, Biden Assured the Nation That Vaccination Would Protect Any Recipient From
Acquiring Covid

“The various shots that people are getting now cover that. They’re — you’re okay. You’re not going to —
you’re not going to get Covid if you have these vaccinations.” 

President Joe Biden made the above statement on July 21, 2021 in a CNN Town Hall. Though he could
have been more articulate, he was clear that you’re not going to get Covid if you get the vaccinations.
That of course was not true, and one year later Biden got Covid despite getting two vaccinations and
two booster shots.

Greenpeace USA Official Worries as Support for Her Organization’s Claims Fades

“People see climate as a tomorrow problem. We have to make them see it’s not a tomorrow concern.”

The climate campaign director for Greenpeace USA, Anusha Narayanan is struggling to mobilize
public support for her organization.

Justice Barrett Discusses the Friendly Routine Enjoyed With Her Supreme Court Colleagues  

“We get together. We sing Happy Birthday. We do a toast and, you know, we acknowledge each other
as people marking the special celebrations in one’s life. We shake hands before arguments, enjoy
frequent lunches at which talking about cases is forbidden, and celebrate birthdays as part of fostering
good relations.”

Justice Amy Coney Barrett’s comment was warmly seconded by Justice Sonia Sotomayor, who added a
bit of humor when she said, “No one wants a recording of our singing.” 
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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